Extreme Wellness:
The Science Behind the Wim Hof Method (WHM)
Lecture delivered at the Australian Wim Hof Method Workshops by Prof Marc Cohen
Hi, my name is Marc Cohen. I am a medical doctor,
researcher, educator and a Professor of Health
Sciences at RMIT University. Most of all, I am a
student of life on a mission to make sense of life,
live happy healthy and long, find comfort in any
situation, transform the world through bathing, and
realize worldwide wellness.
I prepared this presentation for Wim Hof’s
Australian workshops after being asked to give an
overview of the science behind the Wim Hof
Method (WHM). I have been researching and
practicing this method for over a year now and I’m
excited to be working with Wim and have really
enjoyed putting this presentation together.
Explaining the science behind the Wim Hof Method has required me to draw on my degrees in
physiology, psychology, western medicine, Chinese medicine and biomedical engineering along with
my study of nutrition, yoga, meditation, breathing practices and lifestyle medicine. I’ve spent hundreds
of hours building this slide show, which includes slides created more than 20 years ago, along with
many new slides that attempt to explain how the WHM lets you consciously access the deepest parts
of your physiology and explore and expand your physiological resilience through what I call ‘extreme
wellness practices’.
In this presentation I give a little background about myself and how I view illness and wellness. I then
go back to first principles and discuss the concept of homeostasis and explain how life can only exist
by balancing between environmental extremes. I talk about water and the basic chemistry of life and
how living processes turn water into ‘intelligent gel’ that has evolved increasingly complex ways to main
homoeostasis and adapt to environmental extremes. I then outline my understanding of the physiology
behind the WHM and explain how breathing and cold exposure allows you to explore the extremes of
body chemistry and find comfort in uncomfortable situations. Finally, I discuss the power of bathing to
transform your health and the health of the world and share with you a simple and fun bathing practice
that allows you hack into your physiology and switch on powerful adaptive mechanisms that build
resilience and help you become happy, healthy and strong.
The WHM draws together many different practices
into a simple and effective method for hacking into
your physiology. In discussing the WHM I draw on
my past research on yoga, breathing, meditation,
bathing and other lifestyle interventions.
I have published nearly 100 peer-reviewed research
papers on these topics, along with many magazine
articles, lectures and podcasts, and most of these,
along with details of my past and current research,
can be found on my website at drmarc.co. You can
also read about my career in integrative medicine in
a short biographical piece on me that recently
appeared in the Medical Journal of Australia.
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I call this diagram the illness-wellness vortex and I
first developed it more than 20 years ago to help
visualize and understand the relationship between
illness and wellness. Rather than existing on a
simple spectrum, I imagine illness and wellness
existing within a three dimensional vortex that can
be likened to water disappearing down a plug hole
or a tornado. Thus, there is a central core of stillness
surrounded by a whirling vortex that expands
outwards and upwards, with illness existing below
and wellness above, and the whole structure being
maintained by the flow of matter and energy moving
through the system.
So far the best explanation of wellness and illness I
have come across was provided by Swami Satchidananda who, when asked about the difference
between illness and wellness, simply circled the ‘I’ in illness and the ‘we’ in wellness without saying a
word. Certainly illness is about the self and isolation, whereas wellness requires community and
connection. Yet, illness and wellness exist on a continuum that can be divided into ill health, average
health and enhanced health. The line between ill health and average health is defined by different
diagnostic metrics such as blood pressure readings, blood sugar readings or other diagnostic criteria.
The line between average and enhanced health is less well defined because enhanced health is holistic
and multidimensional and includes biological, psychological and social factors. It is therefore more
difficult to conduct research on enhanced health as multiple metrics are needed to assess outcomes.
Western medicine focuses on getting people to move from ill to average health (defined as within two
standard deviations from the mean) so they stop complaining. Complementary medicine and wellness
practices focus on movement up the spectrum and can be used to treat ill health as well as achieve
enhanced health. The higher up you go on this spectrum the greater your flexibility of response or
homeostatic range. This means you can do more and cope with greater stress or changes in the
external environment and therefore have more fun. Furthermore, the higher up you go the further you
have to fall, so being well and staying high up on this spectrum is the best form of prevention.
At the center of this vortex is the ‘axis of homeostasis’. This is a central core of stillness; the point of
total stability, where you are at one with the universe and you do not have to do anything to maintain
balance and are in a state of bliss. This stillness is the common place within us all that is referred to
when we say ‘namaste’. It can also be thought of as the place of ‘pure water’, the still point in meditation
and the balance point between environmental extremes. Either side of this axis is a steady state or
comfort zone, where you are not in total bliss, yet you are comfortable enough and no dramatic actions
are needed to stay that way.
Either side of the comfort zone is the adaptation or growth zone, where you must actively engage with
the world in order to stay in touch with your inner stability. Beyond the adaptation zone is the breakdown
or panic zone where injury or death occur due to external circumstances being outside your homeostatic
range. Between these zones is the edge of homeostasis, which defines the extent of change you can
cope with using all your biological resources before breaking down. Stressors are external factors that
move us away from our comfort zone towards adaptation or breakdown, while blissors are activities
that move us towards the bliss at our center.
Visiting the outer edge requires your mental, physiological and cellular resources to all work together
to remain in touch with the stillness at your core. Your homeostatic mechanisms are therefore like a
string that is anchored in your core that allows you to whirl faster and faster as you move outwards.
While it is great to experience the bliss of stillness at your core, it is at the outer edge at the extremes
of functioning that you feel the greatest sense of flow. This is where your whole being is engaged in a
single activity. This outer edge also represents the tipping point, which is the point of breakdown or
breakthrough and is the point where our mitochondria communicate directly with our mind. At this point
you may find that your capacity naturally expands allowing you to increase your homeostatic range.
However, if you push yourself at this point, you may exceed your ability to remain stable and have a
breakdown that causes injury that reduces your wellbeing. A lot of practices explore this edge of
homeostasis. For example, in yoga, you’ll often go to the edge of a stretch and just breathe and stay
there by clearing your mind. The WHM also allows you to play with this edge and visit the tipping point
through consciously controlling environmental extremes through breathing, cold exposure and exercise
while maintaining connection with your inner stillness.
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The ability of homeostatic processes to maintain a
constant internal environment despite fluctuations in
the external world is the basic requirement for all life.
All living things and every living cell must maintain
basic physiological variables such as O2, CO2, pH,
temperature and glucose within a specific
homeostatic range, thereby turning water into
’intelligent gel’. By manipulating these basic
variables through controlling our environment or our
physiology we are able to directly ‘converse’ with our
cells in their own language. This is what occurs with
the WHM, which involves modifying CO2, O2, pH and
temperature through conscious breathing, mental
focus, cold exposure and exercise.

It is commonly recognized we are around 2/3rds
water by volume or mass, however it is less
commonly known that for every 100 molecules in the
human body, at least 99 of them are water. Water
molecules are extremely small (two tiny hydrogen
atoms and a single oxygen) and water molecules
fully surround the much larger organic molecules
such as proteins, collagen, nucleic acids etc.
creating an aqueous environment within all our cells
and our entire body. The properties of water are not
fully understood and water has many anomalies
making it different from other liquids, yet most
biochemistry currently focuses on the 1% of organic
molecules and ignores water which makes up 99%.

If 99% or our molecules are water, why don’t we
slosh around and end up as puddles on the floor?
The reason is we are made from a special kind of
‘structured water’ that represents a gel phase with
a ratio of H3O2 rather than H2O. Structured water
naturally forms at interfaces where water forms
layers of hexagonal structures that can retain
memory. This ability of structured water to hold
memory forms the basis of heredity, and thus
Darwinian selection and the evolution of life.
The study of structured water has been
championed by Prof Gerald Pollack who describes
‘exclusion zone’ or ‘EZ’ water in his Ted Talk and
book “The Fourth Phase of Water”. The science of
water is explored each year at the International Scientific Conference on the Physics, Chemistry and
Biology of Water, which is hosted by Prof Pollack and where I was privileged to speak on ”Water and
the Inner-well of Being” in 2016. There I learned that EZ water is enhanced by cold, infrared radiation
and 270nm UV light, and that EZ water is the main type of water present in biological systems, which
form structured water at the interface of biological membranes.
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There are basic 5 elements that make up the most
vital reactions for life – photosynthesis and
respiration. Photosynthesis combines water and
CO2 with energy from the sun to produce oxygen
and glucose, while respiration works in the opposite
direction and burns glucose with oxygen to produce
energy, water and CO2. These basic elements
relate to the basic activities of life – drinking, doing,
sheltering, breathing and eating and these activities
can be used to regulate the elements. The Wim Hof
Method manipulates this basic biochemistry
through activity (pushups and other exercises),
temperature regulation (cold exposure) and
breathing (hyperventilation and retention).

This slide depicts photosynthesis and respiration as
cyclic processes consistent with the ‘5 elements’ in
Chinese medicine. Thus, plants store energy from
sunlight by combining light with CO2 and water
within the multi-layered membranes of chloroplasts
to form O2 and glucose. This glucose is then used
to produce more plant material and capture more
light. Animals on the other hand release energy
from glucose by ‘burning’ glucose within the
membranes of mitochondria to produce water, CO2
and energy that is then used for cellular
metabolism. This energy is then used to gather food
and create more animal tissue. All these reactions
take place within the medium of structured water.

The process of respiration, which takes place
within an aqueous environment, not only uses O2
to burn glucose for energy, it also produces its own
water. For every glucose molecule consumed, 6
water molecules are produced. There is literally a
‘well’ in our being, with our basic metabolism
producing around 500ml of metabolic water every
day. While we are made of water and water forms
the ‘matter and matrix of life’, we are not made of
just normal water. We are made of structured water
that is kept separate from the environment and is
homeostatically regulated to maintain a constant
internal chemistry. I therefore consider life to be a
fifth phase of water or a form of ‘intelligent gel’.
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Just as the biochemistry of life can be the viewed in
terms of 5 elements, natural transformations can be
viewed in terms of 5 rhythms that consists of
flowing, staccato, chaos, lyrical, and stillness.
These ‘5 rhythms’ have been developed into a
transformative dance and movement practice by
Gabrielle Roth and like the 5 elements in Chinese
medicine, the 5 rhythms form a powerful metaphor
for understanding natural processes.
The 5 rhythms can be understood by mapping them
to our fingers and seeing how our hand moves
when guided by each finger. Thus, when the hand
is led by the little finger it naturally makes continual
flowing movements; when led by the ring finger it
forms stop and start staccato movements as if showing off a ring; when led by the middle finger, the
whole hand shakes in a chaotic movement; when the hand is led by the index finger it leads to lyrical
writing or creative conducting moves; and when led by the thumb the hand naturally comes to stillness.
Fun fact: When I was in medical school I learnt the latin names for the fingers follow the holes where
they fit. Thus, the little finger is named ‘auricularis’ and fits in the ear, the ring finger is named ‘annularis’
and fits in a ring, the middle finger is named ‘rectalis’ and is put into the rectum, the index finger is
named ‘nasalis’ and fits in the nose; and the thumb is named ‘oris’ and fits in the mouth.
Life evolved in water through a series of 5 rhythmic
waves that began over 4 billion years ago when
extremely cold water within asteroids in the outer
solar system collided with our planet in the
Goldilocks zone, which is the range of orbits that is
not too hot and not too cold for water to remain
liquid. There it merged with extremely hot water
within the molten earth and was bound by Earth’s
gravity and protected from the solar wind by the
earth’s magnetic field. These two sources of water
mixed within the earth’s atmosphere and eventually
cooled and condensed into rain that soaked into the
earth and settled into the oceans so that liquid water
became a permanent feature of our planet.

Life began when the earth’s densest and coldest
water at the bottom of the oceans came into contact
with superheated water laden with dissolved
minerals being ejected from geothermal vents. The
wide range of temperatures, pressures and solutes
formed a primordial soup of organic compounds
and structured water that created self-replicating
autocatalytic cycles with memory that formed the
basis of heredity and Darwinian evolution. The
evolution of life has since progressed by liquid water
becoming
progressively
protected
and
encapsulated. The ‘gel phase’ came alive as simple
membrane-bound cells (prokaryotes), which were
encapsulated to become organelles within more
complex cells (eukaryotes). These complex cells
then joined together to form multicellular colonies with organ systems that encapsulated genetic
material within sexual cells (gametes) that enabled sexual reproduction and a subsequent explosion of
complexity. These multicellular organisms were then encapsulated by shells leading to the evolution of
shelled life, which still forms the largest class of living organisms on Earth. Thus, invertebrate evolution
can be summarized by a ‘5 rhythms wave’ in terms of ‘gels, cells, organelles, sexual cells, and shells’.
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While shells enabled life to develop intelligence
(think of the octopus and the hive mind of insects),
shells are limited in size, mobility and complexity.
By internalizing shells to form skeletons, vertebrate
evolution followed the 5 rhythms through the
development of different interfaces that form
barriers between the internal and external
environments and further increased life’s diversity,
mobility, range and complexity. Thus, scales took
life throughout the oceans; skin took life onto land;
feathers took life into the air; fur took life
everywhere, with mammals living in the water, land
and air; and technology (fashion) took life anywhere
with the ability to remain still in any environment.

This slide shows the evolution of life with time
rippling out like waves on a pond with the outer edge
of the diagram representing the present. The waves
of both invertebrate and vertebrate evolution can be
seen as expanding outwards from life’s earliest
beginnings and shows that we are all part of an
unbroken lineage that can be traced back to the
Last Universal Common Ancestor (LUCA). All the
phases of evolution remain within us, with the
progeny of the ‘intelligent gel’ that gave rise to life
still residing inside our cells, our mitochondria being
the ancestors of prokaryotes, our gut bacteria the
ancestors of primitive eukaryotes, and our
skeletons evolving from internalized shells.

As shown previously all life exists between
environmental extremes that include extremes of
each of the five elements of life. Extremes of
temperature are perhaps the most basic with all life
forms throughout evolution having to come to terms
with thermoregulation. Other basic extremes
include extremes of CO2 (acid and alkali), O2
(hypoxia and oxygenation), water (hydration and
dehydration) and glucose (fasting and fasting). It is
possible to consciously manipulate these factors
and experience their limits by controlling your
internal or external environment. This exercises
your adaptive processes and enhances your ability
to achieve balance (a process termed hormesis).
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This slide depicts the different levels of adaption to
thermal stress, however similar processes occur
with adaption to other external stressors. The
highest level of adaptation occurs using our mind to
consciously plan and manipulate our environment.
The next level of adaptation occurs at the level of
our subconscious mind and emotional responses
that produce general arousal or relaxation. The next
level refers to basic physiological processes that
happen at the level of individual organs while the
level below refers to adaptive responses within
individual cells. The final level of adaptation includes
irreversible processes such as programmed cell
death (apoptosis) and genetic adaption.

We face many different stressors on a regular basis
and the key to homeostasis is to find comfort in
extremely stressful situations. Mindbody practices
such as yoga involve placing yourself in an
uncomfortable situation and then relaxing and
finding comfort by connecting with the breath. In this
presentation I have focused on cellular extremes
that correspond to the basic elements of life, as
these are relevant to the WHM and affect every cell
in our body as well as our overall survival. We also
face many other higher level physiological stressors
as well as psychological and social stressors, yet
practicing adaption to cellular extremes builds
resilience that transfers to other areas of life.

The autonomic nervous system (ANS) consists of
the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems that control all the basic activities of life.
Through negative feedback processes that utilize
opposing actions commonly referred to ‘fight or
flight’ and ‘rest and digest’, the autonomic nervous
system regulates the 5 elements of metabolism
including; drinking (water), eating (glucose),
breathing (oxygen), temperature regulation (heat)
and activity (doing) (CO2). While we do not normally
have voluntary control over basic processes such
as urine production, digestion or thermoregulation,
all of these activities are connected and activating
the ANS through any one can influence the others.
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Processes such as heart rate, digestion, vascular
control and breathing are usually controlled
autonomously, yet, breathing is unique by being
easily controlled by the conscious mind. Thus,
breathing provides direct access to the autonomic
nervous system and induces biochemical,
biomechanical, psychological and symptomatic
changes. Conscious control over breathing
exercises the willpower, builds self-confidence and
self-efficacy and aligns the body, brain and breath
into a single functional unit (this is the aim of yoga
which means ‘union’). Breath control can also
reduce pain and inflammation, build CO2 and
lactate tolerance and improve mood and cognition.

The WHM includes specific techniques that allow
you to consciously visit the extremes of pH, CO2
and O2. The pH is increased through controlled
hyperventilation, which blows off excess CO2 and
thereby reduces the carbonic acid in the blood,
while pH can be decreased and CO2 increased by
holding the breath. pH can be further decreased
and CO2 increased by performing pushup during a
breath hold. O2 can be decreased by holding the
breath after hyperventilating and blowing off excess
CO2, which removes the stimulus to breathe and
allows O2 levels to drop dramatically. O2 saturation
can be increased by hyperventilating and
performing a Valsalva maneuver.

This slide shows the classic depiction of the Bohr
effect, which explains how hemoglobin (Hb) picks up
O2 in the lungs and delivers it to the tissues. This
happens by Hb changing its affinity for O2 based on
temperature, CO2 and pH. Thus, in the lungs where
the blood is cooler (due to evaporation) and has less
CO2 and higher pH, the Hb-O2 dissociation curve
shifts to the left where Hb has stronger affinity for
O2. In the tissues where the blood is warmer and has
lower pH and higher CO2 (due to metabolism), the
curve shifts to the right where Hb offloads O2 to the
tissues. Using the WHM this curve is forced to the
left through cold exposure and hyperventilation and
to the right through breath retention and exercise.
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This slide from Wikipedia demonstrates how high
levels of CO2 provide the basic urge to breathe and
how when you hold your breath this urge usually
comes before oxygen levels drop below the level
required for maintaining consciousness. Thus, if you
hold your breath during a dive, oxygen levels will
naturally decrease as oxygen is consumed by the
tissues, and CO2 levels will naturally increase as it is
produced by respiration, yet the level of CO2 required
to trigger the urge to breathe (indicated by the blue
dot) will be reached well before the oxygen levels are
reduced to within the ‘blackout zone’ (indicated by
the red area) so that normal breathing is resumed
and you don’t pass out.

This slide, also from Wikipedia, shows how shallow
water blackout occurs after hyperventilating due to
reduced CO2 levels delaying the urge to breathe.
Thus, O2 levels can drop below the level needed for
consciousness (red dot) before the urge to breathe
is triggered (blue dot). This is why it is important not
to practice hyperventilation followed by breath
retention underwater or while operating a car. While
this diagram correctly shows how reduced CO2
levels delay the urge to breathe, it incorrectly shows
O2 levels reducing at the start of the breath hold. In
reality the decline in O2 is delayed due to the Bohr
effect, which causes O2 to bind tightly to hemoglobin
when CO2 levels are low.

Around 10 years ago I was planning a trip to Everest
Base Camp and one of my PhD students who was
researching breathing suggested I use intermittent
hypoxic training to acclimatize. This involves using
a ‘hypoxicator’, which is a sophisticated device that
uses a mask and oximeter to deliver low O2 air till
your O2 saturation drops to a predetermined level,
and then provides normal air to bring it back up.
Exposure to intermittent hypoxia induces a range of
physiological changes (see next slide) and is used
by elite athletes, people with certain clinical
conditions and people exposed to low O2. The same
benefits however, can be achieved with the WHM
using just your mind and breath.
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This slide shows the physiological changes that
occur during the five phases of breathing used in
the Wim Hof Method. I have spent many hours
working out the details of this slide which includes
my depiction of WHM breathing into five phases that
correspond to the 5 rhythms, as well as the results
of measuring my own oxygen saturation, heart rate
and breath retention times over dozens of rounds of
WHM breathing. Thus, the oxygen and heart rate
plots are based on observation of oximetry data,
while the plots of CO2, pH and lactate are based on
my best guess of what happens during each phase
of breathing. There are no units depicted in this
diagram as all measures are relative to baseline.
The first phase of breathing is the ‘flowing’ breath, which represents autonomous breathing that
happens naturally, effortlessly, and unconsciously. During flowing breath, physiological parameters
remain at a baseline determined by your mental state, diet, physical activity and general health status.
The transition to the ‘staccato’ breath requires the conscious decision to take over autonomous control
of breathing and deliberately panting and forcing air in and out of the lungs.
If controlled hyperventilation is maintained for 30 to 40 breaths or more with large forced inhales that
completely fill the lungs followed by relaxed passive exhales that flush air from the lungs, O2 saturation
will increase and CO2 levels will decrease. Because the blood is usually almost fully saturated with O2
(around 97%) O2 levels can only go up a little, however if CO2 is removed from the lungs faster than it
is produced CO2 levels can lower dramatically. It is as if the bellows action of the lungs pump O2 levels
up and CO2 levels down, forcing them away from their baseline levels. This reduces the amount of
dissolved CO2 and hence carbonic acid in the blood and leads to a respiratory alkalosis that induces
feelings of lightheadedness, dizziness, buzzing around the ears, and tingling around the mouth, fingers
and toes. The act of panting also cools the blood through evaporation and the reduced temperature
and higher pH forces hemoglobin to bind more tightly to O2 via the Bohr effect. If hyperventilation
continues, the alkalosis causes plasma proteins to become ionized and bind tighter to calcium, which
increases the permeability of neuronal membranes to sodium and causes involuntary muscle
contraction (tetany) that usually first appears in the hands (so-called T-Rex hands).
Hyperventilation is the breathing pattern that occurs during panic, anxiety and trauma, and produces a
particular body chemistry that can imprint the memory of traumatic events in your physiology creating
‘issues on your tissues’. Most massage therapists and body workers are familiar with this and know that
bodywork can release deep-seeded emotions. In a similar way, hyperventilating when you are relaxed
and fully in control allows you to reproduce the body chemistry of trauma and revisit and release these
issues. If you have had serious past trauma and/or suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder, you need
to be aware that this breathing pattern may bring up past issues; indeed hyperventilation is used
specifically for this purpose in some therapeutic modalities such as holotropic breath work or rebirthing,
which can involve hyperventilating for long periods, well beyond the point where tetany occurs. During
WHM practice and Five Phase Breathing it is not necessary to hyperventilate for extended periods. It
is sufficient to reach the point when you are feeling luminous, lightheaded and buzzing and if you start
to experience tetany in your hands and feet it is time to begin the breath retention phase.
The transition between the controlled hyperventilation phase and the ‘chaotic’ breath retention phase
is marked by the conscious decision to stop breathing and go from breathing as much as you can, to
holding the breath with your lungs comfortably empty. During the breath retention phase, O2 and CO2
are driven in the opposite direction from the hyperventilation phase. Thus, O2 and CO2 levels have been
forced as far as they can in one direction and are then forced in the opposite direction. At the start of
the breath retention phase, CO2 levels are extremely low and O2 levels extremely high (99%), yet even
though O2 levels are high, your tissues paradoxically experience hypoxia. This paradoxical hypoxia
occurs because the cooling and respiratory alkalosis induced by hyperventilation makes hemoglobin
bind so tightly to O2 that it is not released to the tissues. This forces the tissues into anaerobic respiration
whereby hydrogen ions (acid) and lactate are produced in a way similar to High Intensity Interval
Training (HIIT). During this anaerobic phase of breath retention, O2 levels remain high until the build-up
of acid lowers the pH sufficiently so the Hb-O2 dissociation curve can shift back towards the right and
hemoglobin releases O2. This O2 is then used to pay back the ‘oxygen debt’ and for aerobic respiration
that produces CO2, which further lowers the pH and aides in the release of even more O2.
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At the end of the breath retention phase there is another period of hypoxia due to oxygen being
consumed by aerobic respiration in the tissues, as well as being used to pay back the oxygen debt from
the previous ‘paradoxical hypoxic episode’. This second period of hypoxic leads to another episode of
anaerobic respiration and further production of lactate. These episodes of hypoxia are very different
from the hypoxia that occurs during a stroke or heart attack when blood flow ceases and tissue damage
occurs. Rather, they are similar to the hypoxia that occurs during intense bouts of exercise that leads
to anaerobic respiration. During these periods blood continues to flow through the tissues and lactate
is removed and delivered to the heart and brain where it is used as a preferred fuel. The use of lactate
as a fuel is an evolutionary adaptation that conserves oxygen and glucose for use by the muscles while
allowing the heart and brain to keep functioning using the much faster anaerobic pathway. This allows
the heart and brain to perform effectively at times when the body’s demand for glucose and oxygen is
highest. Thus, this simple breathing technique allows you to access powerful adaptive mechanisms and
give your metabolism an intense workout.
Because the drive to breathe is caused by high CO2 rather than low O2, it is possible to comfortably
hold the breath for much longer after reducing CO2 levels through hyperventilation, with most people
being able to comfortably hold their breath for 2 minutes or more with very little practice. However,
breath retention after hyperventilation needs to be done with some caution, as it is possible that the
urge to breathe doesn’t occur before O2 levels drop to the point where you pass out. It is therefore
important not to do this practice underwater or while driving or operating machinery because there’s a
risk of ‘shallow water blackout’ and the real risk of drowning or death. However, if you are sitting or lying
comfortably, passing out briefly is not dangerous and if you do happen to pass out, you will naturally
regain consciousness once CO2 rises and re-stimulates breathing. At the end of the breath retention
phase the high CO2 levels create a respiratory acidosis and stimulate a strong urge to breathe, while
the low O2 levels create a hypoxic environment that helps to calm the mind in another adaptive process
that preserves some of the 20% of body’s oxygen consumed by the brain. The hypoxia also forces cells
into anaerobic respiration that produces lactate and further lowers the pH of the blood and the acidosis
and hypoxia activates the sympathetic nervous system, which raises the heart rate and creates a sense
of urgency that is relieved when you eventually take a recovery breath.
Once you stop holding our breath you enter the ‘lyrical’ recovery phase, which is a joyous state where
you experience the relief of breathing again after a long breath hold and your breathing pattern and
body chemistry start to go back to normal. During this phase CO2 levels settle back down, O2 levels
quickly rise back up, and pH and heart rate normalize. If you take a large initial recovery breath by
inhaling quickly and fully and then exhaling and holding again, you can flush out much of the
accumulated CO2 without raising O2 levels and thereby further extend the time spent in hypoxia. You
can then simply relax in the recovery phase and breathe freely so that you feel your breathing settle
down into its own rhythm as you pay back the oxygen debt caused by anaerobic respiration. After a
minute or two recovering your physiology will naturally settle into the ‘stillness’ of peaceful breathing.
During the peaceful breathing phase your breath and heart rate will settle down to a much slower rate
than normal. I have found that during this phase I barely need to breathe and my heart rate drops to
around 10 beats per minute below my resting heart rate. During this phase you will also experience a
profound mental quietness and blissful euphoria. This is a state of “actively doing nothing” where you’re
totally relaxed, not thinking and hardly breathing. It is a beautiful time to meditate or just relax as your
mental activity, heart rate and breathing all settle well below normal resting levels. I suspect that during
this period CO2 levels are also slightly higher than normal and this further facilitates oxygen delivery to
the tissues due to the Bohr effect and a right shift in the Hb-O2 dissociation curve. CO2 also acts as a
bronchodilator and therefore facilitates gaseous exchange in the lungs so that your whole cardiorespiratory physiology and metabolism is working as efficiently as possible.
Going through the Five Phases of Breathing is a transformative practice that takes you through the
‘flowing’ of autonomous breathing, to the ‘staccato’ of hyperventilation, the ‘chaos’ of breath retention,
the ‘lyrical’ of recovery, and ‘stillness’ of profound relaxation. Thus, your metabolism has been fully
exercised and your cells have been exposed to extremes of high oxygen and low carbon dioxide, and
then low oxygen and high carbon dioxide. You have also exposed your cells to extremes of pH by
inducing respiratory alkalosis during hyperventilation and respiratory acidosis during breath retention
that is further enhanced by the production of lactic acid. Once you have completed a full round of
breathing and enjoyed the profound relaxation of peaceful breathing, you can begin another round and
the second, third and subsequent rounds can be even more profound than the first round.
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While this practice is incredibly easy and relatively safe, it is a rigorous mind-body practice that builds
a strong link between body and mind. During this practice there are points where your visit physiological
extremes where your mitochondria and your mind are forced to communicate directly. Furthermore, at
the transition between natural breathing and controlled hyperventilation you must have the mental
discipline to deliberately commit to a session of breathing and consciously hyperventilate so that your
mind takes over the control of breathing from your autonomic nervous system. At the end of the
hyperventilation phase your body begins to signal your mind to stop hyperventilating and you can
become quite dysphoric as you enter an alkaline state and become light-headed, tingly and dizzy. The
conscious decision to stop hyperventilating and hold your breath leads to another period of dysphoria
at the end of the breath-hold where you enter an acidotic state and your body signals your mind to
recommence breathing. At these points where you visit the extremes of your physiology and 'your
mitochondria and mind meet‘, your whole being becomes engaged with a single focus.
These extreme states of physiology resemble potential life-and-death situations that can occur through
changes in the external environment, yet unlike uncontrolled external situations that may force these
states upon you, during this practice you are always in control. You can decide when to stop
hyperventilating or when to take a breath. The fact that you are in control and in a relaxed environment
enables you to exercise your adaptive mechanisms in relative comfort and safety. At the end of the
recovery phase you are also rewarded by the experience of deep relaxation and euphoria. For me this
is the best part of the practice and I encourage you spend as much time as you can ‘actively doing
nothing’, which is a state of deep meditation. Yet, while you think you’re doing nothing, there is always
less you can do and I know of no other practice that can profoundly and safely reduce your mental
activity, heart rate and breath rate below baseline resting levels.
If you are interested in monitoring your WHM practice this can be done with a simple pulse oximeter
and a stop watch. When I started out as a doctor nearly 30 years ago, oximeters were expensive pieces
of medical equipment used in intensive care and coronary care units. Now they have become cheap
consumer electronic items that can be bought for less than $100 and used to display your oxygen
saturation and heart rate. The metrics that I have found useful for monitoring breathing sessions are:
Time during breath retention till O2 sat drops below 95% (the longer the better) This gives an
indirect measure of the degree of alkalinity and hypocapnea (low CO2) produced by hyperventilation.
The reason that O2 saturation doesn’t drop for some time into the retention phase is due to the Bohr
effect whereby alkalinity causes hemoglobin to bind tighter to oxygen. Thus, the longer it takes for your
O2 saturation to drop the more you have depleted your CO2 levels. For me this is usually around the 1minute mark.
Minimum O2 sat (the lower the better) This occurs at the end of the breath retention. While most
oximeters are not very accurate below 70% saturation, this value gives an indication of the level of
hypoxia you achieve at the end of a retention. For me I regularly achieve O2 saturation well below 60%.
Length of breath retention (the longer the better) For me I usually do around 2 minutes on the first
round, 2 minutes 30 sec on the second and 3 minutes on subsequent rounds. You will find that your
retention times may vary day-to-day depending on how you feel and other lifestyle factors. For example,
I notice if I eat acid-forming foods or if my mind is busy or agitated my retention times are shorter.
Maximum heart rate (the higher the better) This occurs at the end of the breath retention. The higher
the heart rate, the more stress and sympathetic drive you are subjected to. I initially found that I needed
to end my retention and take a breath once my heart rate was in the mid/high 90s. I now tightly tense
my whole body at the end of the retention and find that this increases my retention times by over 10
seconds and drives my heart rate to over 110bpm and sometimes over 120bpm.
Minimum heart rate (the lower the better) This gives an indirect measure of the extent of relaxation
your cardiovascular system can achieve. During the peaceful breathing phase, a profound relaxation
occurs and it is possible to achieve a heart rate much lower than your usual resting heart rate. While
my resting pulse is around 55 bpm, after the recovery breaths I actively try to do nothing and breath
peacefully and find my heart rate drops to the low 40s.
**Please note that while these metrics can be useful in monitoring your own training, it is not advised
or wise to try to compete with the figures of others. This practice is about discovering and visiting the
edge of your own physiological and psychological capacity to create greater awareness and ease.
Everyone’s body is different and these measures merely give an indication on how your physiology is
responding on any particular day and how it changes with your diet, mood, time of day, training etc.
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There are many physiological changes that occur at
many different levels during the WHM and most of
these have not been rigorously researched. I expect
that it will take the scientific community many years
to unravel what Wim has discovered through his
own intuition, and experience. The explanations
below are therefore speculative and based on my
medical knowledge and my own reading of the
scientific research and analysis of current
knowledge of biology and human physiology. They
do however, give a brief insight into the cellular
processes that may account for the benefits that
people report after doing the WHM and point to
directions for further research.
•
The dysphoria induced by hyperventilation, breath retention and cold exposure is likely to lead
to the release of dynorphin, which is an endogenous opioid that increase the number and sensitivity of
endorphin receptors. This therefore primes your system to experience greater euphoria. Thus, in line
with the adage ‘no pain no gain’, it seems that the more you are willing to experience discomfort, the
more you are primed to experience profound comfort later on. This is one of the basic principles behind
extreme wellness practices whereby visiting the extremes of physiology enhances the ability to achieve
homeostatic balance and bliss.
•
The hypoxia induced by the breathing practice naturally stimulates the production of new
mitochondria that occurs through Hypoxia Induced Mitogenic Factor (HIMF) and other agents that
increase cellular efficiency. By starving cells of oxygen, the cells are forced to mop up any free oxygen
radicals and use the existing resources as efficiently as possible. In this sense, our cells can be likened
to our homes. If we are relaxed at home and are in our comfort zone on the couch with plenty of food
around and people regularly delivering more food, then unused food can build up in the back of the
fridge and pantry and go off or exceed its use by date. Pests such as insects and rodents may also
become a problem and the efficiency of food storage and distribution in the house will suffer. If however,
you are at home and the supply of food suddenly stops, you will be forced to go through your stores
and eat the food that is edible and throw out any that is inedible or past its use by date. A similar process
happens in our cells so that when the supply of oxygen ceases, our cells are forced to attend to the
housekeeping and clean up their act.
•
In addition to forcing cells to attend to their internal housekeeping, extremes of temperature,
oxygen and pH, stress cells’ adaptive processes and stimulate the process of rejuvenation. Cells that
are ageing, precancerous, or aberrant do not have the same capacity to adapt to extreme conditions
as healthy cells and in extreme situations these cells do not cope and undergo programmed cell death
(apoptosis). Similarly, proteins that are ‘past their use by date’ and are misfolded and therefore not
functioning effectively, get autophaged and recycled. The amino acids and other cellular material
generated by apoptosis and autophagy can then be broken down and provide valuable resources that
can be reused to produce new highly functioning cells and proteins.
•
Hypoxia not only stimulates increased cellular efficiency and rejuvenation it also increases the
oxygen carrying capacity of the blood by stimulating the production and release of erythropoietin (EPO)
from the kidneys. EPO stimulates the bone marrow to make more red blood cells, which can then carry
more oxygen and thereby reduce fatigue, improve endurance and increase the metabolism and the
healing process of muscles. While ‘doping’ with external EPO can dangerously increase blood viscosity,
stimulating EPO though breathing practices is a much safer way to ensure the blood can deliver high
levels of oxygen where it is needed.
•
A further potential benefit from intermittent hypoxia is the mobilisation of stem cells, which have
a very slow metabolism and usually reside in hypoxic niches within the bone marrow. While there is a
great deal of research currently going on to explore the use stem cells for a range of degenerative
diseases and other clinical conditions, it may be that inducing hypoxia through breathing techniques
allows stem cells to travel out of the bone marrow into the general circulation searching for things to do.
Our current understanding of this process is still in its infancy and activation of stem cells is the holy
grail of regenerative medicine because stem cells have the capacity to regenerate virtually any tissue,
however, it may be that the WHM allows you to turn on powerful regenerative processes using just your
breath and your willpower and this is consistent with some of the reported benefits of the method.
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Cold is beginning to be recognized as a high value
experience and many health benefits are claimed
for cryosaunas that use liquid nitrogen to supercool
air down to minus 160°C. Cold is certainly a
powerful anti-inflammatory and analgesic (just ask
any first-aider) and while cryosaunas are effective
at lowering body temperature, similar effects can be
obtained by cold showers or ice baths. Cold water
however, may feel much colder (and more
uncomfortable) than super-cooled air because
water conducts heat 25 times faster than air. If water
is moving, heat is removed by both conduction and
convection, so cold showers are an effective way to
control cold exposure without expensive equipment.

Immersion in cold water induces a series of
profound physiological changes. The first and
perhaps most obvious is that it makes you gasp and
spontaneously hyperventilate. As discussed earlier,
this is the breathing pattern of panic, however if you
are choosing to consciously expose yourself to cold
water and can get out at any time, you can stay
relaxed and take over conscious control over your
breathing by taking long, slow and relaxed breaths.
The decision to expose yourself to a stressful
situation and then consciously control your breath
and stay relaxed is a practice that can be used in
day-to-day life that enhances both psychological
and physiological resilience.

Along with spontaneous hyperventilation, cold
water causes peripheral vasoconstriction. This will
occur in all your superficial blood vessels so that
blood stops flowing through the skin surface and
the layer of subcutaneous fat that lies underneath
the dermis can serve as an insulating layer. The
vasoconstriction is more profound in your limbs so
that most of the blood in your legs and arms is
diverted into your core. This may cause an extra
700ml or more of blood to circulate in your core and
leads to an increased cardiac output without raising
you heart rate or blood pressure. This effect may be
further enhanced if you are standing immersed in
water due to hydrostatic pressure.
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Regular cold exposure stimulates the production of
brown fat, which is a specialized tissue that acts like
an internal furnace producing heat that is
transferred to the large blood vessels. Brown fat is
different to the white fat that makes us obese by
containing more mitochondria (this makes it look
brown) that are ‘thermogenically decoupled’ so they
directly produce heat instead of ATP. To make
heat, brown fat preferentially burns white fat, which
is the body’s most efficient energy store. This is an
evolutionary adaptation so that precious glucose
and glycogen stores are not depleted trying to keep
warm. While stimulating brown fat may aid in weight
loss, more research is needed to confirm this.

During cold water immersion, the extremities cool
and the temperature of the limbs may drop by 10°C
or more. The intense cooling and vasoconstriction
in the extremities is the reason that your feet and
and hands often feel the coldest (and most painful).
You may therefore like to keep your hands and/or
feet out of the water when you begin taking ice
baths until you build up your tolerance. Conserving
heat in the core means hypothermia does not occur
till around 30 minutes or more even when
immersed in ice water and keeping the core warm
by sacrificing thermoregulation in the extremities
leads to dexterity being lost in the hands and
frostbite first occurring in the fingertips and toes.

When you get out of cold water the previously
vasoconstricted peripheral blood vessels begin to
dilate and the ‘reactive hyperemia’ makes your skin
appear flushed. Blood also begins to recirculate
between your core and limbs so that cold blood from
the limbs mixes with your core, and warm core blood
is cooled in the limbs, causing a drop in body
temperature. This ‘after drop’ may occur 10 minutes
or more after emerging from the water and can lead
to intense shivering. While this is not dangerous if
you are in a warm and safe environment, it is best
to limit cold exposure to a point where you are
‘shivery’ but not actively shivering by reducing
exposure time or increasing water temperature.
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There are many benefits of deliberate cold
exposure. Ian Fleming knew this when he wrote the
James Bond series and had James Bond taking a
“Scotch Shower” (a hot shower followed by a cold
shower) every morning. The inference is that by
adapting to the stress of cold water every morning
(which would be especially cold in Scotland!),
James Bond is able to keep his cool in other
stressful situations.
•
Immersion in cold water is a forced
mindfulness practice that requires an act of will to
initiate and mental focus to maintain. Bathing in
cold water is also a sensual experience that brings
you into the present moment and makes you
acutely aware of your body and forces your body, breath and brain to become focused on just being
with the cold. Cold water immersion also helps quiet the mind, which is an adaption to conserve energy
by reducing the 20% of the body’s energy that is usually consumed by the brain.
•
Cold exposure is a great exercise for the entire vascular system, which includes around
100,000 kilometres of blood vessels lined with smooth muscle that is not usually under voluntary control.
Cold immersion forces this smooth muscle to actively contract and then relax (once you get out of the
cold). Vascular exercise is important because vascular disease, which includes heart attack and stroke,
is one of the biggest causes of death in modern societies. The benefits of both hot and cold exposure
is supported by a study of Finnish sauna users (who generally follow their saunas with an icy plunge),
that found that regular sauna bathing reduced cardiovascular-related deaths and all-cause mortality.
•
Cold water helps preserve sebum and other natural oils that protect and nourish your skin and
hair and prevents them from drying out. Cold water helps keep hair healthy and looking good by
reducing frizz and making cuticles lie flat, which then reflects more light and makes hair appear shinier.
By constricting peripheral blood vessels, cold water also tightens pores and decreases redness and
puffiness, while the reactive hyperaemia (increased blood flow) after cold water exposure serves to
nourish the skin and improve the health of the dermis.
•
Cold water is an effective analgesic and anti-inflammatory (as any first aider will attest to). The
analgesic and anti-inflammatory properties of cold water may go beyond the topical use of ice packs
and extends to people with generalised pain and/or chronic pain syndromes due to the release of
endogenous opioids and other neurochemicals.
•
If you stay in cold water long enough to drop your body temperature, you can force your body
to increase its metabolism for many hours afterwards. This serves to exercise your thyroid gland, which
controls your basal metabolic rate, and helps burn extra calories, which may translate to weight loss
despite cold also stimulating appetite. Dropping your body temperature on a regular basis will also
promote the production of brown fat, which will help you build tolerance to cold. This is an adaptive
process and it may therefore require longer exposure times or colder water to achieve the same drop
in body temperature as your tolerance builds.
The health benefits of cold showers were explored
by an innovative Dutch study inspired by Wim Hof.
In this study more than 3000 people were
randomized to take a hot shower alone or followed
by a 30 second, 60 second or 90 second cold
shower (at around 10-12°C) for 30 days. At the end
of the trial period it was found that people that took
cold showers had 29% less sick days than those
that only took hot showers and two thirds of those
taking cold showers said they would continue to do
so. Interestingly, the length of the cold shower did
not matter. I suspect the benefit comes from the
cold-induced vasoconstriction and being able to
relax after overcoming the initial shock of the cold.
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While cold showers can indeed make you happy,
and provide many health benefits that are still being
researched, many people have an aversion to the
cold and find cold showers uncomfortable. There
are some people however who routinely take cold
showers and all over the world there are groups of
people who swim in the ocean all year long despite
freezing conditions. Many of these people claim that
this prevents them from getting sick and makes
them feel invigorated and alive. Certainly the
temperature of the water can make a big difference
(the best effects occur below 14°C) and in some
areas the ambient water temperature is so high
artificial refrigeration is needed.

I composed this song to make cold showers easy.
Start with a very hot shower till you are feeling
flushed, then make the mental decision to do it (this
is the hardest part) and turn the hot tap off and the
cold tap on full. Begin with the first verse to constrict
the blood vessels in your limbs and push warm blood
into your core. This will make you feel warm so the
cold water doesn’t come as such a shock when you
expose your body. If you are just starting out and/or
your tap water is very cold, you may delay exposing
your head till your tolerance builds. Once you have
gone through the three verses, sing the ‘Hokey
Pokey’ song and let cold water flow onto your armpits
groin and kidneys. This routine only takes a minute
or so and leaves you feeling fully alive and refreshed.

The WHM is a safe, transformative practice where
you visit the extremes of physiology. If you exceed
your homeostatic range, you risk doing yourself
harm so it is advisable not to push too hard and just
visit the edge of your comfort zone. It is also vital
that you prevent shallow water blackout by not
practicing the breathing technique under water or
while driving. It is also unnecessary to get so cold
that you actively shiver. Rather, start with cold
showers or baths and building up your cold
tolerance slowly. To receive the benefits of the
WHM you only visit the edge of your comfort zone
and your homeostatic range and tolerance will
naturally expand without any undue effort.
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When I first met Wim in early 2017, we spoke about
research and it became obvious that there was a
wealth of information contained within the
experiences of the more than 20,000 people who
had done his online course. As I already had PhD
students doing global surveys of hot spring bathers,
sauna bathers and health retreat participants, it
was not a big stretch to arrange for a survey of
WHM practitioners. This survey closed in late 2017
with over 3000 responses and we are currently
writing up the results for publication in a peerreviewed journal. Results revealed that people
practicing the WHM experienced profound relief
from a wide range of medical conditions. The full
results should be published in late 2018.

Bathing in warm (thermo-neutral) water allows
greater relaxation than any other activity due to the
associated weightlessness taking pressure off your
muscles and joints and a reduced cardiac workload.
Immersion in water exerts hydrostatic pressure on
the limbs and abdomen (22.4 mmHg for every 30cm
of water) and forces more blood into the thorax. It
also reduces peripheral vascular resistance and
thereby induces an increase in stroke volume and
cardiac output while reducing heart rate and blood
pressure. Hydrostatic forces also enhance blood
flow by redistributing fluid from the extracellular to
the vascular space causing hemodilution and
reduced blood viscosity and hematocrit.

Bathing is such a simple intervention and most
people take it for granted, yet by simply
manipulating the temperature of our bathing water
we can either fully relax, or actively stress our
physiology, exercise our adaptive mechanism and
consciously and safely build our tolerance and
resilience to stress. Hot springs bathing has been a
sacred healing modality for millennia and bathing
practices that combine heat and cold, either using
hot springs (Japan) or saunas (Scandinavia and the
Baltic), are embedded in many cultures. New
technologies such as infrared saunas and
cryosaunas also allow extremes of temperature to
be experienced in virtually any climate or location.
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Extreme wellness practices involve finding extreme
comfort in any situation while exploring the full range
of your physiology. These practices include the
WHM, which explores extremes of CO2, O2, pH and
cold, along with practices that heat the body such as
saunas and hot springs bathing, and practices such
as feasting and fasting that explore the extremes of
glucose regulation. These practices require you to
be mindful of your mind and explore your willingness
to tolerate discomfort. They also encourage finding
your bliss point and actively doing nothing, while
knowing there is always less you can do. These
practices will be further explored in a soon to be
released online ‘Extreme Wellness Program’.

Bathing and personal hygiene is the single most
powerful measure for the prevention and control of
human disease and the promotion of good health
and wellbeing. Sanitary practices including washing
the body, face and hair, along with handwashing and
cleansing practices after toileting and menstruation
play a critical role in ensuring good health, along
with maintaining basic human dignity, confidence
and comfort. There is no pharmaceutical drug,
vaccine or medical technology that offers as many
benefits as the simple act of bathing and the
provision of clean bathing water is perhaps the
single most cost effective way to promote human
health and happiness.

If the earth were shrunk to the size of a basketball,
then the relative size of all earth’s water would be no
bigger than a ping pong ball. Yet, 96.5% of the
Earth’s water is salt water in the oceans so all
Earth’s fresh water would be no larger than the size
of a small marble. The vast majority (99%) of this
fresh water however, is either locked up in the
ground, or frozen in ice caps. The relative size of all
of the fresh, liquid water on Earth would therefore be
the size of a small mustard seed. This tiny drop
represents all of the water in the world’s freshwater
lakes, rivers and streams and this small speck of
wetness bathes the world and this is shared by you
and me and every living thing on Earth.
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Access to bathing water is one of the world’s most
critical health issues. Currently one in three people
do not have access to bathing water and therefore
cannot adequately wash off their sweat, urine, feces
and menstrual blood. These are the poorest people
in the world and include the nearly one billion people
without access to sufficient drinking water or food,
and the 2.4 billion people who lack access to bathing
water. Access to water has a major impact on the
health and future prospects of these people.
Everyday nearly 1000 children die from waterrelated disease and women and girls spend 200
million hours simply gathering water. To them water
is time, education and hope.

Water is an issue of life or death and with pollution
increasing exponentially, clean water is becoming
an increasingly rare and diminishing resource. Yet
there are a wide range of simple low cost
technologies that can be used to provide water for
all. We simply need to engage the global community
and muster the awareness, political will and
entrepreneurial prowess to address this critical
issue. I created the Bathe the World Foundation
(see baththeworld.org) to raise awareness and
funds to support the provision of bathing, so just as
individuals can transform their own health through
the WHM and ice bathing, we can also transform
the world - one bath at a time.

There is now enough technology, resources and
wealth to provide clean water for all, yet right now
more people have cell phones than toilets. The
basic provision of a bucket of water a day (10 liters
–with 2 liters to drink and 8 liters to cook and wash)
could transform global health and help stem the
spread of infectious disease. I believe this is an
achievable goal. It only requires 100 gigaliters/day
(20% of Sydney Harbor) to provide everyone on
Earth with clean water, yet currently 1 in 3 people
miss out. If wellness is about ‘we’ then we cannot
be truly well until everyone can access basic
hygiene. As we strive for extreme wellness for
ourselves, we cannot ignore the wellbeing of others.
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Our internal chemistry and regenerative powers are
likely to produce similar effects to pharmaceutical
drugs, yet there is very little research funding
available to explore methods such as the WHM as
they do not require any products, patents or
purchases. This will change as crowd-funded
research campaigns explore research questions
that serve people rather than profits, and biometric
devices enable high quality data to be shared,
pooled and analyzed. We have the technology to
share knowledge with everyone on Earth and data
sharing platforms now allow citizen scientists to
share their data and contribute to global knowledge.
The world is slowly waking up to wellness.

We are approaching a time when we will develop a
science of being happy healthy and strong. Through
tapping into our own physiology and our inherent
evolutionary potential we may be able to treat a
wide range of diseases, stimulate rejuvenation and
repair mechanism and train ourselves to adapt to
external stressors that currently overwhelm our
ability to cope and contribute to disease and
suffering. By consciously submitting ourselves to
stressful situations we can also acquire a sense of
self mastery and prime ourselves for happiness and
enjoyment. Thus, we can work towards living
fulfilling and powerful lives that contributes to the
health and longevity of others.

Wim Hof has shown us that we are capable of much
more than we think. We can tap into our evolutionary
potential and perform feats and overcome hardships
that we previously thought impossible. To realize
worldwide wellness, we first have to exercise our
imaginations and believe it is possible. We can then
begin to realize wellness in our own lives and share
our experiences with others so that we become a
source of wellness that ripples throughout our
families and communities. We are all in this together
and the best way to face our current challenges is
through a shared vision that calls upon each of us to
bring forth our unique gifts and contribute to the
whole. Together, let us imagine a world of wellness.
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